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*ii  QUESTION PRESENTED

When a class-action settlement creates two different classes, one of past and present plaintiffs and another, partially
overlapping class of present and future plaintiffs, certifies one under Rule 23(b)(3) and the other under Rule 23(b)
(2), provides them with substantially different relief that disproportionately favors one class, and uses the mandatory
character of the Rule 23(b)(2) class to impose a global, perpetual, and inescapable release of all present and future
antitrust claims on class members who receive no meaningful relief under the settlement, does failing to provide those
two classes with separate representation violate Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a)(4)?

*III  PARTIES AND RULE 29.6 STATEMENT

This brief is filed on behalf of respondents that proceeded together as the “Merchant Appellants” in the Court of Appeals.
See C.A.Br. (Doc. #1304). These respondents are:

Home Depot U.S.A., Inc.; Coborn's Incorporated; D'Agostino Supermarkets, Inc.; Jetro Holdings, LLC; Affiliated
Foods Midwest Cooperative, Inc.; National Association of Convenience Stores (NACS); National Community
Pharmacists Association (NCPA); National Cooperative Grocers Association (NCGA); National Grocers Association
(NGA); National Restaurant Association (NRA); and NATSO Inc.; 7-Eleven, Inc.; Academy, Ltd. d/b/a Academy
Sports Outdoors; Aldo US Inc. d/b/a Aldo and Call It Spring; Alon USA, LP (Alon Brands); Amazon.com, Inc.;
American Eagle Outfitters, Inc.; Barnes & Noble, Inc.; Barnes & Noble College Booksellers, LLC; Best Buy Stores,
L.P.; The William Carter Company (Carter's); Costco Wholesale Corporation; Crate & Barrel Holdings, Inc.; Darden
Restaurants, Inc.; David's Bridal, Inc., DBD Inc. and David's Bridal Canada Inc.; Dick's Sporting Goods, Inc.; Dillard's,
Inc.; Family Dollar Stores, Inc.; Drury Hotels Company, LLC; Foot Locker, Inc.; Gap Inc.; GNC Holdings, Inc.
(General Nutrition Corporation); Genesco Inc.; HMSHost Corporation; IKEA North America Services, LLC; Lowe's
Companies, Inc.; Marathon Petroleum LP; Martin's Super Markets, Inc.; Michaels Stores, Inc.; National Railroad
Passenger Corporation d/b/a Amtrak; Nike, Inc.; Panda Restaurant Group, Inc.; Panera Bread Company; P.C. Richard
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& Son, Inc.; PETCO Animal Supplies, Inc.; PetSmart, Inc.; Recreational Equipment, Inc. (REI); Sears Holdings
Corporation; *iv  Speedway LLC; Starbucks Corporation; Stein Mart, Inc.; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.; The Wendy's
Company; The Wet Seal, Inc.; Whole Foods Market, Inc.; Zappos.com, Inc.; Fleet Wholesale Supply Co., Inc.; Mills
Motor, Inc.; Mills Auto Enterprises, Inc.; Willmar Motors, LLC; Mills Auto Center, Inc.; Fleet and Farm of Alexandria,
Inc.; Fleet Wholesale Supply of Fergus Falls, Inc.; Fleet and Farm of Green Bay, Inc.; Fleet and Farm of Menomonie,
Inc.; Mills Fleet Farm, Inc.; Fleet and Farm of Manitowoc, Inc.; Fleet and Farm of Plymouth, Inc.; Fleet and Farm
Supply Company of West Bend, Inc.; Fleet and Farm of Waupaca, Inc.; Mills E-Commerce Enterprises, Inc.; Brainerd
Lively Auto, LLC; Ashley Furniture Industries Inc.; Beall's, Inc.; Boscov's, Inc.; The Buckle, Inc.; The Children's Place
Retail Stores, Inc.; Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, Inc.; Cumberland Farms, Inc.; Express, LLC; Family Express
Corporation; New York & Company, Inc.; Republic Services, Inc.; Swarovski U.S. Holding Limited; The Talbots,
Inc.; Target Corporation; Macy's, Inc.; Kohl's Corporation; The TJX Companies, Inc.; Staples, Inc.; J.C. Penney
Corporation, Inc.; Office Depot, Inc.; L Brands, Inc.; Big Lots Stores, Inc.; PNS Stores, Inc.; C.S. Ross Company;
Closeout Distribution, Inc.; Ascena Retail Group, Inc.; Abercrombie & Fitch Co.; OfficeMax Incorporated; Saks
Incorporated; The Bon-Ton Stores, Inc.; Chico's FAS, Inc.; Luxottica U.S. Holdings Corp. and American Signature, Inc.

*v  Also joining this brief are respondents who proceeded together as the “R&M Appellants” below. These respondents
are:

Coulson Oil Company, Inc.; Diamond State Oil, LLC; Superstop Stores, LLC; PetroPlus, LLC; Port Cities Oil, LLC;
New Mercury, LLC; New Vista, LLC; New Neptune, LLC; Desert European Motorcars, Ltd Newport European
Motorcars, Ltd. San Diego European Motorcars, Ltd. V.I.P. Motor Cars, Ltd. AIMCO Equipment Company, LLC;
Riverbike of Tennessee, Inc. Par's Custom Cycle, Inc. Landers McLarty Bentonville, LLC; Landers McLarty Bentonville
Nissan, LLC; Bessemer AL Automotive, LLC; Shreveport Dodge, LLC; RML Branson MO, LLC; RML Burleson
TX, LLC; RML Bel Air, LLC; Landers McLarty Fayetteville TN, LLC; RML Ft. Worth TX, LLC; RML Huntsville
Chevrolet, LLC; RML Huntsville AL, LLC; RML Huntsville Nissan, LLC; Landers McLarty Lee's Summit MO, LLC;
RML Lee's Summit MO, LLC; RML Olathe II, LLC; RML Waxahachie Dodge, LLC; RML Waxahachie Ford, LLC;
Landers Auto Group No. 1; Landers CDJ, Inc.; Landers of Hazelwood, Inc.; RML Little Rock, Inc.

Because of their length, corporate disclosure statements for all of these respondents are presented in an addendum at
the end of this brief.
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*1  INTRODUCTION

There are several indications on the face of the petition that this case is not certworthy: (1) No circuit split is meaningfully
alleged; (2) the only Supreme Court cases invoked have holdings that disfavor petitioners; (3) the Second Circuit
affirmatively declined to adopt the bright-line rule that forms the basis for the Question Presented; (4) that Question
Presented does not encompass or address the Second Circuit's separate and sufficient holding that the settlement at issue
provided substantively unequal treatment to certain class members; and (5) even putting all that aside, the best-case-
scenario for petitioners is to return this case to the Second Circuit to consider a separate constitutional infirmity that
has already led Judge Leval to characterize the settlement at issue as “a confiscation.” Pet.App.33. Even petitioners
themselves concede (at 32) that the decision below is factbound in the sense that the Second Circuit rejected any fixed
legal rule for analyzing similar settlements, and so petitioners end up pleading explicitly for error correction - hoping to
convince the Court that this particular private settlement is just too important to entrust to a unanimous lower-court
panel encompassing some of the Nation's most experienced and respected appellate judges. See Pet.20-21, 34-36. These
factors alone provide reason enough to deny certiorari.

There are other critical infirmities, however, that the petition does not disclose. For example, there are serious mootness
concerns arising from the recent appointment of interim counsel specifically for the (b)(2) class. See infra Part III. But
most importantly, there is the unacknowledged fact that the settlement structure used below was completely novel: No
prior class- *2  action settlement in history has made a similar use of Rule 23(b)(2) to bind absent and objecting plaintiffs
to a global settlement release by a different (b)(3) class - let alone done so without even providing them with their own,
unconnected counsel. Claims that this case is legally important or will imperil class-action settlement thus ring hollow:
Class actions have settled for generations without the abusive and “confiscat[ory]” innovation the settlement proponents
tried below, have continued to settle following the Second Circuit's decision, and will most certainly continue to do so
in the future.

In fact, the petition is remarkably silent on what is really going on in this case. The driving force behind the Second
Circuit's decision was the unusual and inescapable release of all future claims that the settlement imposed on members
of the Rule 23(b)(2) class it created - even if they objected to the settlement, were not members of the settlement's
separate Rule 23(b)(3) class, and thus did not share in the monetary recovery. Notably, the word “release” appears almost
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forty times in the Second Circuit's decision, but does not appear even once in the petition for certiorari. Class counsel
and defendant/respondents Visa and MasterCard are simply being cagy about the issues that are actually at stake - an
approach to the certiorari process for which Visa and MasterCard have already been rebuked once this Term. See Visa
v. Osborn, 137 S. Ct. 289 (2016) (dismissing writ as improvidently granted). That is perhaps because a faithful account
of the decision below would reveal that this petition cannot be granted.

As the Second Circuit explained, the (b)(2) release the settlement proponents crafted applied to future merchants who
did not yet exist, as well as those who *3  opted out of the (b)(3) class. That mandatory release terminated all the claims
of the current and future members of the (b)(2) class against Visa and MasterCard forever - including future claims
for money damages caused by core anticompetitive conduct the settlement left unchanged. Pet.App.28-29. Many (b)(2)
class members gave away these claims for nothing at all, and none could opt out to protect themselves from this abusive
release. Pet.App.26-31. The Second Circuit expressly relied on the unique way the (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes were defined
by the settlement proponents themselves, and the inescapable nature of the broad (b)(2) release, in reaching its holding
below. See Pet.App.16-20. Indeed, those factors led the Court to conclude that “the only interests served by herding
these competing claims into one class are the interests served by settlement: (i) the interest of class counsel in fees, and
(ii) the interest of defendants in a bundled group of all possible claimants who can be precluded by a single payment.”
Pet.App.22 (emphasis added). Put otherwise, the Second Circuit could find no reason to create a mandatory (b)(2) class
and impose a mandatory, eternal release upon its members in this case other than enriching class-action lawyers and
benefitting the defendants who paid their fees. And yet the petition offers no response: It nowhere explains why class
counsel found it necessary to create this separate (b)(2) class, other than to use counsel's unitary representation of both
classes to sell away the claims of some plaintiffs for the benefit of others.

This is fatal to the petition. The premise of petitioners' Question Presented is that the Second Circuit has required separate
counsel whenever a class of plaintiffs seeks both injunctive and damages relief. *4  But that is just not so; the only
barrier to the simultaneous negotiation of injunctive and damages relief for a single class here was of the settling parties'
own creation. There is no rule against seeking both damages and injunctive relief through a single Rule 23(b)(3) class.
Settling the case using a single, conventional (b)(3) class would have preserved opt-out and due process rights for all
involved. That single class structure would likewise have avoided the conflicts of interest that come from creating two
separate classes defined to include different members and interests, and yet (curiously) refusing to give them separate
counsel. Indeed, in a previous litigation between merchants and these defendants, a (b)(3) class achieved both monetary
and injunctive relief by settlement, and as then-Judge Sotomayor's opinion in that litigation explained, relying on (b)
(3) certification alone avoided the thorny problems created by using a mandatory class under Rule 23(b)(2). See In re
Visa Check / MasterMoney Antitrust Litig., 280 F.3d 124, 147 (2d Cir. 2001). There is simply no barrier to a unitary
class of plaintiffs obtaining both monetary and injunctive relief in the Second Circuit - or any other - unless it is one
the settling parties erect themselves.

And that is all that happened here - the settlement proponents refused to follow the established model, and instead tried
to legislate a global result that would resolve all antitrust claims for all past, present, and future merchants for all time.
That led to their decision to define two separate (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes with different membership, and to their decision
to include opt outs and all future merchants in the mandatory (b)(2) class and its sweeping, mandatory release of claims.
Accordingly, the opinion below *5  does no more than apply an existing protection against abusive settlements to this
novel effort to wrest future claims from opt-outs and future plaintiffs without even giving them their own lawyers. The
decision below has no effect on any case where plaintiffs properly limit themselves to seeking (b)(3) certification in cases
seeking money damages - as the unanimous portion of Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes plainly says they should. See 564
U.S. 338, 360-63 (2011). And it has no effect on those seeking to obtain both injunctive and monetary relief through a
single (b)(3) class. All it prevents is lawyers seeking $545 million in fees based on a cash settlement for a (b)(3) class from
closing that deal by simultaneously using a different (b)(2) settlement to give away other plaintiffs' claims. That is not
behavior this Court should encourage. Certiorari should be denied.
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BACKGROUND

Because the petition omits essential aspects of the settlement, its release, and their origins, we begin with some important
additional background.

This case concerns a set of challenges to core practices in the payment-card industry that severely restrict competition
related to credit and debit cards. The plaintiffs are merchants who accept Visa- and MasterCard-branded cards and pay
“interchange” fees when they do so; the defendants are Visa, MasterCard, and certain of their member banks. Visa and
MasterCard have some 5,000 pages of rules, spread over sixteen rulebooks, governing merchants' acceptance of their
cards. The consolidated class-action complaint in this case challenged only a handful of those rules. C.A.App.858-907.

*6  Chief among those challenged rules were the so-called “Honor-All-Cards” and “default interchange” rules - which

the settlement proponents fail to discuss here. 1  The former is the key horizontal restraint that eliminates competition
among Visa and MasterCard member banks. It provides that any merchant who accepts any Visa- or MasterCard-
branded card must accept all of them - without regard to variations in merchant fees as among the various cards. That
rule eliminates any incentive among the member banks to compete for merchant acceptance with lower merchant fees,
Pet.App.5, and effectively locks in the “default interchange” fees that Visa and MasterCard set for their member banks'
cards at supra-competitive levels, “because the issuing banks have little incentive to deviate.” Pet.App.6. Because it is a
horizontal and direct restraint on competition, Honor-All-Cards is the exact kind of rule with which the antitrust laws
are principally concerned; indeed, its interaction with collectively set, “default interchange” rates creates an effect quite
akin to price fixing.

Plaintiffs also challenged certain “anti-steering” rules that “prohibit [merchants] from nudging consumers toward
cheaper forms of payment.” Pet.App.5. Among these is a rule against “surcharging” a customer who pays with a high-
fee card rather than cash or another option that is cheaper for merchants to accept.

*7  Before any classes were certified or preliminary motions resolved, defendants and interim class counsel began
negotiating a comprehensive settlement. The following terms eventually emerged.

First, a class of all merchants who accepted Visa- or MasterCard-branded cards between 2004 and the date of preliminary
approval (November 28, 2012) would be certified under Rule 23(b)(3). Merchants in this class would share in a fund of
up to $7.25 billion. In exchange, they would release all claims against Visa and MasterCard with respect to all Visa and
MasterCard's current rules and any substantially similar future rules. C.A.SPA.131-39. But because this was a Rule 23(b)
(3) class, merchants would have the right to opt out, refuse the money, and continue to press their claims that certain
Visa and MasterCard rules violate the antitrust laws.

Short-circuiting that possibility, however, the settlement also certified a separate Rule 23(b)(2) class defined to include
“all persons, businesses, and other entities that as of the Settlement Preliminary Approval Date or in the future accept” any

Visa- or MasterCard-branded card. Pet.App.38 (emphasis added). 2  That class explicitly forbade opt outs and included
future merchants. As the Second Circuit recognized (and petitioners conceded below), the only even arguably valuable
consideration this class obtained was a limited *8  right to surcharge, which defendants agreed to leave in place until
July 20, 2021. See Pet.App.26. The settlement did nothing to address Honor-All-Cards or default interchange, which
have long been central to merchants' complaints. Nonetheless, this class's members were bound, inescapably, to the same
broad, prospective release as the (b)(3) class - they could never sue Visa or MasterCard again about anything in their
5,000 pages of rules that was in place at the time of the settlement, or any substantially similar future rules. Among
other things, this meant no merchant could ever again challenge Honor-All-Cards or default interchange as employed
by defendants after 2012.
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Whatever value surcharging relief might have had in the abstract was also sharply limited by two widely recognized
problems. First, state law prohibited many merchants from surcharging. Pet.App.8. Second, based on a most-favored-
nation clause the settlement proponents adopted and American Express's preexisting rules, no merchant could surcharge
Visa or MasterCard products while also accepting American Express. Id. But over 90% of all credit-card transactions
(by dollar volume) are with merchants that accept American Express. C.A.App.1122-23: 2316-17. So, as even the district
court found, “most merchants will, as a practical matter, be precluded from surcharging Visa and MasterCard products”
even after the settlement, Pet.App.83, for reasons that have nothing to do with state law and derive entirely from a clause
class counsel and defendants agreed to themselves.

The (b)(2) settlement also contained a timing imbalance detrimental to its class members. Defendants promised to
maintain the limited surcharging relief only for about 10 years, but class members released *9  their claims forever.
That release, moreover, applies on a rule-by-rule basis, so that if (for example) defendants decided to re-impose their
surcharging bans in 2022, plaintiffs may challenge that change, but would remain barred forever from challenging
Honor-All-Cards, default interchange, or anything else in defendants' voluminous rulebooks. See Pet.App.29 (noting
that, because of this imbalance between relief and release, “either way, the defendants win”).

Opposition to the (b)(2) settlement was accordingly unprecedented. There were originally 19 class representatives,
including many trade associations who were explicitly tasked in the complaint with seeking structural reform of the
industry on behalf of themselves and their many thousands of members. C.A.App.831(¶100). Ultimately, a majority of
the 19 representatives - including every trade organization - rejected the settlement deal, objecting in particular to the
mandatory (b)(2) settlement. See C.A.Br.18 (Doc. #1304) (collecting objections). In total, several thousand merchants,
large and small, objected to the (b)(2) class, a group that included “some of the nation's largest retailers” and represented
almost 20% of Visa and MasterCard U.S. transaction volume. Pet.App.59. That is a jaw-dropping level of objection
to a mandatory settlement under Rule 23(b)(2). As this Court has explained, Rule 23(b)(2) is reserved for cases where
class treatment is so natural that members do not even need to be told the action exists. See Dukes, 564 U.S. at
362-63 (unanimous portion). There is no known example of a mandatory (b)(2) class reaching an approved settlement
affirmatively rejected by holders of 20% of its claims. But, undaunted, class counsel and defendants sought approval
of their deal.

*10  A bizarre spectacle ensued. The objectors to the settlement included sophisticated businesses, armed with their
own chosen counsel, all ready to litigate over practices like Honor-All-Cards and default interchange using the Sherman
and Clayton Act causes of action Congress granted them. All they asked was to be let out of the (b)(2) portion of the
settlement so that - if they proved their damages claims as opt outs from the (b)(3) class - they would not be barred from
obtaining prospective relief by the inescapable release imposed on the (b)(2) class. Numerous objectors also complained
about the failure to provide separate counsel for the (b)(2) class, whose interests seemed to have been traded away in
exchange for a larger (b)(3) settlement pot. C.A.Br.25 (Doc. #1304).

The district court dealt with these objections in summary fashion. In a single paragraph, it found no problem with the
use of unified class representatives and counsel because “the interests of the Class Plaintiffs and the rest of the (b)(2)
class are not antagonistic.” Pet.App.96. And in another one-paragraph discussion, it found no problem in denying (b)
(2) class members an opt-out right, because the class sought only injunctive relief. Pet.App.88-89. The district court did
not discuss the extent to which the settlement's release created different effects for certain members of the (b)(2) and (b)
(3) classes, or terminated future claims for money damages without preserving opt-out rights.

On appeal, the Second Circuit unanimously reversed, relying on two independent and sufficient grounds. First, the
Court held that the representation provided to the (b)(2) class was structurally inadequate because the lawyers who
represented the (b)(2) class *11  had an incentive to trade a broad, mandatory release of claims by that class for a larger
monetary recovery for the (b)(3) class. See Pet.App.22. Significantly, the Court affirmatively rejected any hard and fast
rule against a single class pursuing damages and injunctive relief. See Pet.App.20 (“None of this is to say that (b)(3)
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and (b)(2) classes cannot be combined in a single case, or that (b)(3) and (b)(2) classes necessarily and always require
separate representation.”). Instead, the Court pointed to multiple, special factors that created a structural conflict in this
specific case. Among these were that: (1) the settlement itself defined the classes to pursue separate and different interests
(Pet.App.16); (2) “many members of the (b)(2) class have little to no interest in the damages award” (Pet.App.17); (3)
“class counsel stood to gain enormously if they got the deal done,” with a $545 million fee calculated solely by reference to
the size of the (b)(3) damages award (Pet.App.17-18); (4) the (b)(2) class did not permit its members to protect themselves
by opting out (Pet.App.18-19); (5) “whatever overlap presently exists” in the membership of the (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes
“is partial and shrinking with time” (Pet.App.20); and (6) “importantly,” these were “settlement-only” classes, which
this Court has identified as “especially vulnerable to conflicts of interest” (Pet.App.21). These factors in combination
created a “fundamental conflict between the (b)(3) and (b)(2) classes and sapped class counsel of the incentive to zealously
represent the latter.” Pet.App.22. In fact, the Court expressly found that it could identify no reason to create the (b)
(2) class other than to serve class counsel's interest in a fee award, and defendants' interest in obtaining the broadest
possible release. Id.

*12  Second, the Court of Appeals separately determined that the settlement evinced substantively inadequate
representation, because some class members' treatment was radically worse than others'. For example, the settlement
forces merchants that begin business after July 20, 2021 to trade away all their claims forever, while they “gain no benefit
at all.” Pet.App.26. Moreover, “class counsel knew at the time the Settlement Agreement was entered into that th[e] relief
was virtually worthless to vast numbers of class members.” Pet.App.27. That set included the vast majority of merchants
who accept American Express because of the most-favored-nation clause the settlement proponents created. Pet.App.8.
Such merchants again lost all their future claims while “they actually received nothing” back. Pet.App.27.

With particular care, the Second Circuit explained that the timing imbalance in the settlement likewise deprived many
class members of any benefit, even on the (generous) assumption that limited surcharging relief would prove valuable.
If surcharging really did erode the defendants' pricing power over merchants, defendants were free after ten years to
counter that development by returning to their surcharging ban; at that point, merchants could challenge only that
restraint, and would remain barred forever from challenging Honor-All-Cards, default interchange, or anything else -
even though those practices had been central to merchants' complaints, and had not been addressed by the settlement
at all. See Pet.App.29. As the Second Circuit put it: “[e]ither way, the defendants win.” The Court thus concluded that
“merchants that cannot surcharge (by reason of state law or rules of American Express) and those that begin operating
after *13  July 20, 2021 suffer an unreasonable tradeoff between relief and release that demonstrates their representation
did not comply with due process.” Pet.App.31. And this represented a separate basis to reverse, independent from the
structurally inadequate representation the court identified in the first part of its opinion. See Pet.App.22.

Judge Leval concurred fully, but noted that the settlement was unconstitutional for a separate reason. He found
it “particularly troublesome” that “the broad release … binds not only members of the Plaintiff class who receive
compensation as part of the deal, but also binds in perpetuity, without opportunity to reject the settlement, all merchants
who in the future will accept Visa and MasterCard, including those not yet in existence, who will never receive any part
of the money.” Pet.App.33. He accordingly explained that “this is not a settlement; it is a confiscation,” id., pointing to
“opinions of the Supreme Court directly hold[ing] that this arrangement violates the due process rights of those compelled
to surrender their claims.” Pet.App.32. Looking solely to the unanimous portion of Dukes, 564 U.S. at 360-63, he found
it impermissible to create a situation where “[o]ne class of Plaintiffs receives money as compensation for the Defendants'
arguable past violations, and in return gives up the future rights of others,” such that those other absent class members
end up with claims “precluded by litigation they had no power to hold themselves apart from.” Pet.App.33-34. Noting
that, practically, defendants had bought indefinite antitrust immunity, “although no court will ever have ruled that the
Defendants' practices are lawful,” Pet.App.35, he found that the Court would be obliged to reject the settlement on this
ground as well.
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*14  Following the decision, neither settlement proponent sought rehearing or a stay in the district court to pursue this
petition. Instead, class counsel and defendants both encouraged the district court to appoint new, separate counsel for
the (b)(2) class - which it did. See EDNY No. 05-MDL-1720, Docs. 6664, 6665, 6688, and 6754. Further discovery is
now proceeding, with separate representation for the (b)(2) class under counsel not participating in this Court. Former
class counsel now represents only the (b)(3) class, id., but nonetheless purported to file this petition seeking abrogation
of the Second Circuit's judgment on behalf of both classes. Defendants did not timely seek certiorari, but now support
reaffirming the settlement agreement as “respondents.” The settlement agreement itself can now be voided unilaterally
by either party at anytime. C.A.App.1073(¶98).

REASONS FOR DENYING THE WRIT

As explained at the outset, there are numerous reasons why certiorari should be denied here, ranging from typical, facial
problems (i.e., no split) to hidden jurisdictional concerns (like mootness). At bottom, however, the most serious issue is
that the petition omits any mention of the “tradeoff between relief and release” that drove the decision below, Pet.App.31
(emphasis added). Meanwhile, neither petitioners' nor defendants' able counsel have thus far identified a single case
in history approving the use of a (b)(2) class to bind opt outs and future merchants to the same release of all future
claims given by a (b)(3) class - represented by the same lawyers - whose monetary recovery many (b)(2) class members
will not share. That means the basis for the decision below is: (1) necessarily splitless and novel (because no one has
ever *15  tried this abuse before); (2) legally unimportant (because cases have settled for decades without this abuse);
(3) highly factbound (because it depends on the unique tradeoffs created by this previously unknown settlement and
release structure); and (4) not even encompassed by the Question Presented (because that question neglects to mention
the release at the heart of the Court of Appeals' reasoning). Try as they might to isolate an important legal issue, class
counsel and defendants really just want their privately profitable settlement back.

It is thus no surprise that petitioners' claims that the settlement has public value ring hollow. Below and here, the merchant
trade groups and consumer interest groups have uniformly lined up against the settlement, and not one amicus supports
the settlement here. It is not hard to see why: As Judge Leval explained, it is a confiscation - one that pays a group of
lawyers over half a billion dollars to forever insulate Visa and MasterCard from causes of action Congress provided.
Restoring that settlement after new (b)(2) counsel has already been appointed is not only a waste of this Court's time
and legally incorrect, but (as the Second Circuit expressly found) likely to benefit only defendants and class counsel, at
everyone else's expense. Pet.App.22.

I. There Is No Split On This Novel Issue.

The best indication that this case is uncertworthy is that petitioners make no meaningful effort to identify a true circuit
split. It is not until page 28 that the petition suddenly suggests that the decision below is in “significant tension” with
decisions from the Third and Seventh Circuits. See Pet.28-30 (citing *16  Dewey v. Volkswagen, 681 F.3d 170 (3d Cir.
2012) and Uhl v. Thoroughbred Technology, 309 F.3d 978 (7th Cir. 2002)). Notably, petitioners don't remotely suggest
that those circuits would have decided this case differently. That is because these cases have essentially nothing to do
with the Question Presented as petitioners themselves have framed it.

Petitioners' Question Presented is whether separate counsel are required “for plaintiffs seeking money damages under
Rule 23(b)(3) and those also seeking injunctive relief under Rule 23(b)(2).” Leave aside that the answer to that question,
even in the Second Circuit, is “it depends on the facts of the particular class-action settlement.” The reason Dewey and
Uhl are unhelpful is they do not involve (b)(2) classes at all. Both Dewey and Uhl are cases in which the settlements
created only (b)(3) classes and preserved class members' opt-out rights. See Dewey, 681 F.3d at 174-77 (noting opt-
out right); Uhl, 309 F.3d at 988 (same). Neither case even mentions Rule 23(b)(2), or remotely involves a mandatory
class created for the purpose of inescapably releasing ongoing and future claims. These cases thus say nothing about
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the Question Presented as petitioners themselves chose to frame it. That means petitioners have mis-framed their own
Question Presented, misstated the alleged circuit “tension,” or both.

In any event, there is no “tension” between these cases and the decision below, even on the meta-issue for which
petitioners actually cite them. Petitioners' argument is that “the Second Circuit effectively adopted a bright-line,
categorical requirement of separate representation for past claimants (the (b)(3) class) and future claimants (the (b)(2)
class),” whereas the Third *17  Circuit rejected any such rule in Dewey. Pet.29. But this mischaracterizes both cases. The
Second Circuit affirmatively rejected a bright-line rule below, and premised its decision on the very precise contours of
the (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes as the settlement proponents chose to frame them and treat them in this particular settlement
release. See supra pp.11-13. Meanwhile, the Third Circuit in Dewey explained that that settlement's treatment of past and
future claims did “raise[] some of the same concerns” from this Court's Rule 23(a)(4) cases, see Dewey, 681 F.3d at 185,
but it then found that the conflict was not “fundamental” based on the precise way that “settlement [was] structured.”
Id. at 186. It repeatedly emphasized that its holding was limited to the specific record before it, id., and while it found
a “misalignment of interests,” it determined that it was sufficiently “different than the misalignment of interests in
Amchem” to allow the settlement to go forward. It is self-evident that the two lower courts were just applying this Court's
settled standards to different, highly factbound settlement structures. That is the opposite of a circuit conflict requiring
this Court's resolution.

Indeed, Dewey is a terrible case for petitioners. Its holding was to reverse the settlement based on a different Rule 23(a)
(4) conflict between a “reimbursement” group of plaintiffs and a “residual group.” Id. at 187. And it found evidence that
the conflict between these groups was fundamental in “[t]he structure of the settlement agreement itself, which divides a
single class into two groups of plaintiffs that receive different benefits.” Id. (emphasis added). That reasoning applies word-
for-word to this case: According to petitioners, their two classes substantially overlap, and yet *18  “the structure of the
settlement agreement” they created was to “divide [that] single class into two groups of plaintiffs that receive different
benefits.” Id. Accordingly, all indications are that the Third Circuit would decide this case exactly as the Second Circuit
did below.

The overreach necessary to try to manufacture a circuit conflict is illustrative. In reality, the settlement structure adopted
below was radically novel: Petitioners have yet to identify a single precedent for using a mandatory (b)(2) class release
as this settlement did (with the possible exception of the rejected settlements in Amchem and Ortiz, see infra pp.32-34).
Novelty is, of course, a reason to deny certiorari in its own right - allowing the newborn issue to percolate instead. But,
more importantly, this novelty guts the settlement proponents' main case for certiorari here by demonstrating that the
decision below cannot possibly imperil class-action settlements writ large.

Both class counsel (at 30-34) and defendants (at 11-17) argue that the Second Circuit's rule will undermine future
class actions because requiring separate attorneys whenever a class seeks injunctive and damages relief will prevent
settlements from being achieved. Importantly, this argument completely misunderstands the Second Circuit's decision
and the operation of Rule 23. As then-Judge Sotomayor noted for the Second Circuit in a similar case, nothing prohibits
seeking damages and injunctive relief simultaneously through Rule 23(b)(3), and the opt-out rights afforded through
that mechanism provide a structural protection for class members' interests that is absent from an inescapable settlement
reached under Rule 23(b)(2). Visa Check, 280 F.3d at 147. But equally important, *19  this argument is necessarily
falsified by the novelty of the class-settlement structure condemned in this case. Class actions have been successfully
settling for many decades without allowing a single set of attorneys to use a Rule 23(b)(2) class to mandatorily release
all future claims while they receive a huge money judgment for a separate Rule 23(b)(3) class in exchange. Indeed, that's
exactly what happened after then-Judge Sotomayor's opinion in Visa Check certified that merchant class exclusively
under Rule 23(b)(3) - the case successfully settled. See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Visa U.S.A. Inc., 396 F.3d 96 (2d Cir.
2005) (approving settlement). History herself reveals that the only thing that could have “profound negative implications
for class-action litigation” Pet.30, would be permitting the pernicious innovation class counsel tried below.
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II. This Case Is Highly Factbound.

A. The question presented is factbound even as artificially framed by the petition.

The central conceit of the petition is that the Second Circuit adopted some kind of sweeping bright-line rule against a
single class combining injunctive and damages claims, or against a single set of lawyers seeking relief for a class using
both Rule 23(b)(2) and Rule 23(b)(3). But the Second Circuit said the exact opposite - namely, that it was not adopting
such a rule, and that such a combination might sometimes be permissible under its existing precedents. Pet.App.20-21
(citing Charron v. Weiner, 731 F.3d 241, 250 (2d Cir. 2013)). In the Court's own words: “None of this is to say that (b)
(3) and (b)(2) classes cannot be combined in a single case, or that (b)(3) and (b)(2) classes necessarily and always require
separate representation.” *20  Pet.App.20. There is no reason to distrust this cautionary and dispositive language.

In fact, the Second Circuit's decision regarding the structural tension between the (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes in this case
clearly depended on multiple, intensely case-specific aspects of the way the two classes here were drawn up and used by
the settlement proponents themselves. See supra pp.11-12 (noting six relevant factors). In this instance, those factors in
combination made it impossible for the Court of Appeals to identify any reason the (b)(2) class was created, apart from
giving the defendants permanent antitrust immunity and enriching class counsel. Pet.App.22.

This in turn demonstrates that one of the petition's chief arguments actually cuts against it. Petitioners say (at 32) that
this would be the best possible case for combining (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes in a single action because there was a lot of
overlap among the members of the two classes. The Second Circuit, of course, disagreed. See Pet.App.20 (“[W]hatever
overlap presently exists is partial and shrinking with time”). But even ignoring that problem, if the settlement proponents
believed the two classes they created were basically the same, it begs the question why they saw fit to certify a separate,
mandatory Rule 23(b)(2) class at all. Class members could have been given class-action representation and retained their
due-process, opt-out rights if the whole group had simply been certified under Rule 23(b)(3), or if the (b)(2) class had
retained opt-out rights (as the rule permits, see Jefferson v. Ingersoll Intl'l Inc., 195 F.3d 894 (7th Cir. 1999) (Easterbrook,
J.)). Meanwhile, future merchants could have been left out entirely, keeping their claims for whatever value they might
later have. Petitioners *21  themselves forewent these options, presumably because they needed the (b)(2) class for their
inescapable global release. But that purpose, and the resulting release, are precisely what create the need for separate
representation; that is a case-specific result tied to the unprecedented scope of petitioners' settlement and its ambitions.

Indeed, it is critical to remember that the certification of two separately defined classes pursuing different interests was
the settlement proponents' idea - as was including future merchants for the first time at the settlement stage. The petition's
extended critique of the Second Circuit for considering the inadequate representation of future merchants (at 25-28) is
thus absurd: The reason the opinion discusses future merchants at length is because petitioners purported to represent
those merchants, and release all their claims forever (and, largely, for nothing) as part of a settlement in which other
merchants got billions in cash. See supra pp.7-8 & n.2.

In short, the Second Circuit adopted no bright-line test for when separate (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes will require separate
attorneys; all it did was apply the settled standard of searching for “fundamental” conflicts involving “competing interests
in … essential allocation decisions” to the very unusual facts of this case. Pet.App.13 (quoting Amchem, 521 U.S. at
626). The court thus indicated that the result might be different if the lawyers had been compensated based on the
value of the injunctive relief and not just the damages claims, (Pet.App.18), if opt-out rights had been provided to (b)(2)
class members (id.), if these were litigation classes instead of settlement-only classes (Pet.App.21-22), or if counsel had
combined injunctive and damages *22  claims within a single class, (Pet.App.22 (citing Charron, 731 F.3d at 250)). The
absence of any bright-line rule ensures that this case is intractably factbound.

B. The petition fails to challenge a separate and even-more-factbound ground of the decision below.
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In truth, this case is even more factbound than it initially seems, because the Second Circuit identified two fully
sufficient bases for its reversal, only one of which petitioners even try to address. First, it found the representation
structurally inadequate and declared that, as a result, the “settlement and release … are nullities.” Pet.App.22. Thereafter,
it separately found that “[t]his outcome [wa]s confirmed by the substance of the deal,” which for some class members was
“so unreasonable that it evidence[d] inadequate representation.” Pet.App.23 (emphasis added). The ensuing discussion
comparing the various outcomes under the settlement for the subsets of merchants involved, and the relative “tradeoff
between relief and release,” is blatantly factbound, see Pet.App.26-31, explaining why the petition avoids any head-on
discussion of this holding at all.

But this is a dispositive shortcoming. This Court cannot grant certiorari when the Question Presented does not even
encompass a fully sufficient ground on which the Court of Appeals reversed the district court below. See Izumi Seimitsu
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha v. U.S. Philips Corp., 510 U.S. 27, 34 (1993). That rule takes on added force where, as here, the
second question - necessary for this Court to reverse - is “a relatively factbound issue which does not meet the standards
*23  that guide the exercise of our certiorari jurisdiction.” Id. Here, the Second Circuit clearly held that some class

members were so severely undercompensated relative to others that the settlement evinced inadequate representation,
whether there were fundamental conflicts of interest for class counsel or not. That holding is quite outside the Question
Presented, which does not address disparate outcomes among: (1) present and future merchants; (2) merchants in states
that permit or ban surcharging; or (3) merchants who do or do not accept American Express. The obvious reason to
exclude these issues from the Question Presented is that they are far too case-specific to merit a grant. But when they are
decided below and sufficient to affirm, petitioners cannot make the case certworthy by simply pretending they do not
exist. And because the driving force of the Second Circuit's factbound analyses on these issues was the nature of the (b)
(2) release, the problem is infinitely multiplied by the petition's failure to even mention that word.

One example is sufficient to demonstrate the problem. When summarizing its holding in Part II of its opinion, the
Second Circuit expressly held that “merchants that cannot surcharge (by reason of … [the] rules of American Express)
… suffer an unreasonable tradeoff between relief and release that demonstrates their representation did not comply
with due process.” Pet.App.31. That is plainly correct: As even the district court concluded, the “level-playing-field”
or most-favored-nation clause that the settlement proponents included in their deal means that “most merchants will,
as a practical matter, be precluded from surcharging.” Pet.App.82-83; supra p.9. Based on other unique features of the
settlement discussed above and at *24  length in the Second Circuit's decision, any (b)(3) opt outs or future merchants
that accept American Express have given away all their future claims against Visa and MasterCard for nothing. See
Pet.App.26-31; supra pp.11-13. As the court found, this is not because their claims have less value - it is simply because
they are differently situated from other class members, and yet represented by the same counsel, who gave away the claims
that could actually have helped these merchants (such as claims against Honor-All-Cards) in exchange for something
they cannot possibly use. Pet.App.27. And that leads to the finding of substantively inadequate representation that the
petition never discusses.

In fact, the sole mention of American Express in the petition is a footnote in the background section, see Pet. 16 n.5,
which repeats the district court's conclusion that the “American Express problem” was not susceptible of a solution “in
this case” because the settlement could not control American Express. This is obviously false: An adequate solution was
to drop the “level-playing-field” provision petitioners themselves adopted in the settlement - a provision whose evident
purpose was to allow the defendants to restrict surcharging by essentially incorporating American Express's preexisting
rules against it. Nor would it matter if the district court's shrugging observation was true: As the Second Circuit (correctly)
reasoned, counsel's representation was inadequate because “class counsel knew at the time the Settlement Agreement
was entered into that this relief was virtually worthless to vast numbers of class members.” Pet.App.27. It is no excuse
to say that the reason the relief was worthless was beyond class counsel's control - if your *25  client is afraid of flying,
you cannot adequately settle his claim against a travel agency in exchange for free flights, and then blame the lack of
effective relief on his phobia.
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The rub is that this case is not only highly factbound but also impossible to reverse by addressing only the Question
Presented as framed by the petitioners. Certiorari must therefore be denied.

C. This case involves no important legal issue or outcome.

As explained above, supra pp.1-2, the argument that this case has important negative consequences for class-action
settlement practice dissolves immediately upon inspection because the particular use of Rule 23(b)(2) below has
never been tried before. Accordingly, this Court can be quite confident that class actions can be settled without this
“confiscat[ory]” innovation. See Pet.App.33 (Leval, J. concurring). And, in any event, history demonstrates that carefully
policing for conflicts of interest and requiring separate counsel does not scuttle settlements, but instead tends to improve
them. See, e.g. C.A.Reply.Br.33 (Doc. #1305) (explaining that when the Second Circuit remanded for proper sub-classing
in another, highly analogous case, it led to a richer settlement for the previously mistreated class and plaintiffs overall).
If there is something important about this case, it is not the kind of legal issue that typically supports a grant.

Petitioners implicitly acknowledge as much by arguing for the importance of their settlement alone. See Pet.34-36. Class
counsel wants to distribute the “historic” damages fund (including, of course, counsel's $545 million share). Id. But this is
a dubious basis for *26  a grant: If that fund were appropriate consideration solely for the claims given up by the (b)(3)
class, nothing should stop the settlement proponents from immediately re-adopting a settlement limited to the exchange
of money for a (b)(3) release with opt-out rights. On the other hand, if defendants will not trade so much money in the
absence of a global, mandatory, and perpetual release from the (b)(2) class, it becomes evident that this settlement's only
“important” feature is its inappropriate sale of (b)(2) class members' claims, by common counsel, in exchange for greater
relief for the (b)(3) class - an abuse the Second Circuit has already correctly forbidden.

For similar reasons, it is evident that the chance to preserve the surcharging relief does not make this case important.
For one, defendants have not even reimposed their surcharging bans despite the decision below, so a grant and reversal
will achieve nothing for consumers or merchants on a prospective basis. That, among other things, likely explains why
not one merchant trade group or consumer interest group is willing to support the petitioners or defendants here, and
have instead lined up strongly against the settlement. Moreover (and unsurprisingly), the surcharging relief has achieved
nothing substantial in the marketplace, perhaps because of the American Express rules that prevent its implementation.
And the clock is running out on this settlement anyway: By the time this Court would decide this case, there would be
three of ten years left on the only potentially meaningful prospective relief defendants agreed to provide the (b)(2) class.

In fact, this Court reversing at this belated point in the process would be the most vivid demonstration possible of the
conflict of interest at work. The (b)(3) *27  class and class counsel would get their money, the defendants would get
their global release, and opt outs and recently founded merchants would get about 36 more months to use a valueless
right the defendants are already giving away in exchange for losing their Sherman Act claims against defendants forever.
Put otherwise, class counsel's decision to even bring this petition on behalf of the (b)(2) class is but one more disservice
to those plaintiffs - plaintiffs who cannot opt out and protect themselves, and whose new counsel are tellingly absent
from this proceeding.

III. This Case Is Legally And Practically Moot.

This leads directly to the next insurmountable barrier to certiorari, which is that this case is both legally and practically
moot. It is legally moot because new interim counsel for the (b)(2) class have already been appointed in the district court
at the settlement proponents' behest, and so the settlement proponents have deprived themselves of the power to seek
relief on behalf of the (b)(2) class. And it is practically moot because - given that both petitioners and defendants still
prefer their deal - the appointment of independent and unconflicted (b)(2) counsel will have an effect on this case if and
only if that deal is one independent and unconflicted counsel would not endorse.
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As a legal matter, it is clear that class counsel have deprived themselves of the power to prosecute this petition. After
the Second Circuit's decision was issued, class counsel affirmatively declined to seek a stay, and instead decided to seek
reappointment as counsel exclusively for the (b)(3) class. EDNY No. 05-MDL-1720, Doc. 6665. In fact, they affirmatively
encouraged the district court to appoint a different set of *28  lawyers to represent the (b)(2) class. Id. at 8-11. According
to Rule 23(g)(3), interim counsel are designated by the court “to act on behalf of a putative class.” The appointment
of different attorneys as counsel for the (b)(2) class thus means that only they can “act on behalf” of the putative
settlement class, and since the (b)(2) class has not timely sought certiorari, there is no way this particular settlement can
be resuscitated through an appeal in this Court. Had class counsel forthrightly stated their intention to seek certiorari
and endeavored to continue representing both classes, they could have sought a stay or delay in the appointment of
new class counsel. But they did not do so. This is yet another problem of petitioners' own creation, and would (at an
absolute minimum) embroil this Court in an exceedingly complex and novel jurisdictional question before it could even
reach the merits.

This case is also moot as a practical matter. Class counsel's basic theory here must be that the (b)(2) class was adequately
represented because the surcharging relief was highly valuable - that it was worth a trade of every present and future
merchants' claims forever because surcharging would drive down industry-wide rates, even for merchants (like those
accepting American Express) who cannot surcharge themselves. The Second Circuit rejected that proposition, and
worried that class counsel was in fact trading an unfair release imposed mandatorily on the (b)(2) class for a bigger sum of
money for the (b)(3) class (and, of course, for themselves as well). If petitioners are right and the Second Circuit is wrong,
their course should be to try to convince the now-appointed independent counsel for the (b)(2) class of the independent
value of the (b)(2) settlement. Although that alone would not *29  cure the settlement's fundamental infirmities, see
infra p.31 & n.3, it is notable that the settlement proponents are unwilling even to try convincing counsel acting solely
for the (b)(2) class of the value of their deal.

Even these are not the only mootness concerns. As noted, supra p.15, the settlement itself now provides either party with
the unilateral right to withdraw. This Court could thus grant certiorari, invest its resources in preparing for (or holding)
argument, and then lose jurisdiction based on the unilateral strategic judgment of either class counsel or defendants - a
judgment that may be affected by any number of developments in the ongoing district court litigation or broader legal
environment.

Relatedly, it is important to recognize that this case is over-determined, and so even if this Court intervened and reversed,
the result still would not be affirmance of the settlement. Instead, the Second Circuit would then have to decide the
constitutional issue on which Judge Leval found a “confiscation” below. Pet.App.33. Yet that is exactly the position this
case would be in if new (b)(2) counsel joins with the settlement proponents in endorsing a new deal. The only difference is
that the involvement of new (b)(2) counsel (rather than this Court) might improve the settlement. For example, counsel
might secure better prospective relief along with opt-out rights for (b)(2) class members - thereby avoiding the obvious
constitutional problems with the original settlement plan, and leading *30  to a far superior and more efficient result

than if this Court were to grant certiorari and hear this case. 3

IV. The Decision Below Is Correct And Does Not Conflict With Any Decision Of This Court.

Even on the merits, which petitioners tellingly prioritize, the petition does not deliver. Petitioners rely on two cases
from this Court, Amchem and Ortiz, both of which reject class-action settlements because of inter-class conflicts or
other related Rule 23 violations. See Amchem Prods. Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591 (1997); Ortiz v. Fibreboard Corp.,
527 U.S. 815 (1999). The Second Circuit correctly identified Ortiz's dispositive language: This Court there found it
“obvious after Amchem that a class divided between holders of present and future claims … requires division into
homogeneous subclasses under Rule 23(c)(4)(B), with separate representation to eliminate conflicting interests of *31
counsel.” Pet.App.13 (emphasis added) (quoting Ortiz, 527 U.S. at 856). On its face, that language precisely describes
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this case: Petitioners themselves divided merchants into a (b)(3) class encompassing “holders of present … claims,” and
a (b)(2) class encompassing “holders of … future claims,” and yet declined to provide those two classes with separate
counsel. Petitioners themselves also decided to include future merchants in the (b)(2) class and provide them with no
separate representation even though they had no way at all to share in the monetary recovery of the (b)(3) class. It is
“obvious after Amchem” that such merchants would have different interests in how settlement relief was divided: They
would, for example, entirely prefer some future relief from the Honor-All-Cards rule in exchange for reducing the size
of the “historic” damages fund. There is no reason to believe that such trades were not being made; in fact, settlement
participants below admitted that the two aspects of the settlement were negotiated together and interdependent. See
C.A.App.1097.

Petitioners theorize that the Second Circuit is over-reading Amchem and Ortiz because those cases are limited to
situations where the two classes (present and future claimants) are “mutually exclusive.” Pet.24. But neither Amchem
nor Ortiz describes the essential problem that way, and in fact, petitioners cite to no case from any court even suggesting
that Amchem and Ortiz are limited to cases where the two sets of plaintiffs are mutually exclusive. Nor would it make
any sense to have a mutual-exclusivity test: If 90% of the (b)(2) class did not share in the (b)(3) monetary recovery - or if
it were 51%, or 49%, or 25% - the adequacy problem in giving the (b)(2) and (b)(3) classes *32  the same counsel would
still exist. Petitioners do not even venture a guess about where to draw this line because they have no cases that draw
such a line anywhere. Instead, they simply highlight facts that happened to be true in Amchem and Ortiz and accord
them dispositive weight in a manner no single decision has endorsed, including those opinions themselves.

There is, however, one straightforward way to address this issue: In assessing whether different classes have conflicting
interests for purposes of Rule 23(a)(4), the courts should at least look to the interests of the two classes as the settlement
itself defines them - as the Third Circuit did in Dewey, and as the Second Circuit did here. See supra pp.17-18. The
petitioners themselves created one class that could seek only damages, and another that could seek only injunctive relief,
using a temporal definition (i.e., past vs. present and future merchants) to delineate the two. These separate definitions
necessarily gave the two classes very different interests to pursue, and created the possibility of trading a broader release
of future claims in exchange for more money for the past-looking (b)(3) class. Because the overlap between these classes
was far from total (and indeed, is shrinking every year as millions of new merchants are created, Pet.App.20), the Second
Circuit was plainly right that they needed separate counsel under Amchem and Ortiz, based on a conflict-of-interest
dynamic the settlement proponents created themselves.

*33  V. A Hold For Expressions Is Unnecessary, And The Request In Fact Demonstrates A Fatal Flaw In The Petition.

Decidedly outside field-goal range, petitioners close with a Hail-Mary. They note (at 36-38) that the Second Circuit's
opinion invoked the existence of state laws banning surcharging to highlight how many class members were denied any
meaningful prospective relief in the (b)(2) settlement, and then argue that Expressions Hair Design v. Schneiderman (No.
15-1391, argued Jan. 10, 2017) could change that premise by holding those state laws unconstitutional. But there are
two insurmountable problems with that argument, one of which only serves to make it more obvious that the petition
cannot be granted.

First, even if this Court does find all state surcharging bans unconstitutional in Expressions, it will not affect the reasoning
below at all. The Second Circuit simply used state surcharging laws as one of multiple examples showing that many
of the (b)(2) class members bound to the release received nothing of value in return, and thus received substantively
inadequate representation. Notably, whatever the outcome in Expressions, that will remain equally true of all merchants
founded after June 2021. And even more importantly, it will remain true of the over 70% of class members (and over
90% by transaction volume) who accept American Express. An Expressions-based GVR would thus achieve nothing but
delay and confusion - particularly given that there are new lawyers already at work for the (b)(2) class who would be
thrown into limbo in the interim.
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*34  Second, this requested hold reveals an even bigger problem with the petition - namely, that the settlement
proponents know there is an independent basis for the decision below, and have simply failed to challenge it. Note that
Expressions has absolutely nothing to do with the Question Presented as petitioners have framed it: It will say nothing
about (b)(2) classes, (b)(3) classes, class actions generally, and/or the interplay between injunctive and damages relief. All
Expressions could conceivably affect is the Second Circuit's separate determination that the settlement process rendered
substantively inadequate representation to certain class members who received far less than others in the deal (i.e., those
barred from surcharging by state law). There is, of course, a good reason the petition did not flag this separate holding
or write a Question Presented that encompassed it: The issue is far too case-specific to merit certiorari review. But the
requested hold demonstrates that petitioners know this separate holding exists, and have simply failed to properly place
it before the Court. The Court should be exceedingly wary of granting in such circumstances.

CONCLUSION

Certiorari should be denied.

Footnotes
1 Illustratively, defendant/respondents note (at 5) that plaintiffs “challenged core structures” of defendants' networks, but do

not say what those structures were or note that the “going-forward changes” obtained in the settlement do not affect those
“core structures” at all.

2 Petitioners assert (at 7) that the original complaint created both the (b)(3) and (b)(2) classes. But the complaint's (b)(2) class
did not include future merchants. See C.A.App.871(¶108(b)). The settlement proponents crafted that innovation only years
later, solely for purposes of settlement.

3 Notably, Judge Leval's view on the constitutional question is plainly correct, and relies entirely on settled precedent from this
Court. The principal concern of the unanimous portion of Dukes is that members of a (b)(2) class should not have claims for
individualized damages resolved by a litigation they have no power to hold themselves apart from. See Dukes, 564 U.S. at
364. In Dukes, that was merely a risk arising from the possible preclusive effect of unsuccessful litigation. Here, as Judge Leval
explained, the preclusion of plaintiffs' claims for money damages occurring after November 28, 2012 was a certain result of a
settlement they could not escape. See Pet.App.34. That result is plainly unconstitutional, and it would be a waste of time to
hear this case on the Rule 23(a)(4) issue, only to force the whole panel to endorse Judge Leval's conclusion. Indeed, because
Judge Leval's judgment on this point is plainly correct, many respondents urged the district court not to appoint new counsel
solely for a (b)(2) class, and to instead handle the case exclusively through Rule 23(b)(3).
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